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In this paper, we propose a damage detection and localization algorithm for steel truss bridges using a data-driven
approach under varying environmental and loading conditions. A typical steel truss bridge is simulated in ANSYS
for data generation. Damage is introduced by reducing the stiffness of one or more members of the truss bridge.
The simulated acceleration time-history signals are used for the purpose of damage diagnosis purpose. Vibration
data collected from healthy bridges are processed through principal component analysis (PCA) to find the reduced
size weighted feature vectors in model space. Unknown test vibration data (healthy or damaged) finds the closest
match of its reduced size model from the training database containing only healthy vibration data. The residual
error between the spread of closest healthy vibration data and unknown test vibration data is processed to determine
damage location and severity of the damage to the structure. A comparative study between a proper orthogonal
decomposition (POD) based damage detection algorithm and proposed algorithm is presented. The results show
that the proposed algorithm is efficient to identify the damage location and assess the severity of damage, called as
the Damage Index (DI), under varying environmental and moving load conditions.

1. INTRODUCTION

Many infrastructures that have reached or are the end of
approaching their design life are still under excessive repeti-
tive use. These structures require continuous monitoring over
their remaining service life. In general, the physical proper-
ties of the structure like mass, stiffness, damping coefficient,
etc. change over time due to various factors e.g. aging ef-
fect, cracks, excessive load and other types of damage. This
results in changes in modal properties and other structural be-
haviour.1 The vibration responses of the structure capture the
effect of the changes in these properties. Bridge health mon-
itoring attracted the researchers to the development of a vi-
bration based health monitoring system to identify the damage
on the bridge at the earliest possible stage using its dynamic
behaviour analysis.2–5 Doebling et al. have reviewed several
strategies for vibration-based damage detection for bridges.6 A
detailed study on different approaches implemented for Struc-
ture Health Monitoring (SHM) can be found in the literature.7, 8

In SHM, many researchers have addressed the damage detec-
tion problem as outlier detection/novelty detection in varying
operational and environmental conditions.9–13 Meruane and
Heylen proposed a model-based damage detection approach to
detect, locate and quantify the damage on a three span bridge
under varying temperatures.14 In these methods, operational
and environmental variabilities are considered as implicitly
embedded in structural responses. Kim et al. have investigated
the feasibility of traffic-induced vibration signals for damage
detection in real steel truss bridges.12 Recently, train-induced
vibrations of a simplified railway bridge model were used by
Shu et al. to detect damage based on statistical properties
of structural dynamic responses such as variances and covari-
ances.15 However, operational and environmental variabilities

are not considered, and they should be considered. Yarnold
and Moon have established a relationship between temperature
change and the resulting strains and displacement of the struc-
ture.16 They have evaluated their approach using long-term
monitoring data from a long-span steel tied arch bridge. Li and
Hao have successfully detected joint damage in a laboratory
scaled steel truss bridge based on the time-frequency analysis
of free vibration data.17 There is very limited work on damage
diagnosis of steel truss bridges using traffic-induced vibration
data under varying environmental conditions. In this paper, a
damage detection approach is presented for steel truss bridges
using the moving load response of the structure in varying en-
vironmental temperature and loading conditions.

In the last few decades, many bridge health monitoring sys-
tems have been implemented based on vibration signal analysis
wherein the vibration signals are collected from more than 100
sensors placed on the bridge.18 These sensors produce a signif-
icant amount of vibration data. The analysis of all the vibration
data together is a very crucial task. According to Cavadas et
al., a data-driven approach is suitable to handle all these vibra-
tion signals simultaneously.19 The data-driven approach tracks
the change in signal only; hence, it is well suited to capture
the relevant information for continuous monitoring of bridge
structures. They have applied a data-driven approach to the
problem of detecting damage under varying load conditions
and moving load measurements. They have used moving prin-
cipal component analysis (MPCA) to find the discrimination
between eigenvectors of the covariance matrices of the data
corresponding to the undamaged and damaged structure for
damage detection and severity measurement. However, they
have not considered the change in vibration characteristics due
to varying environmental conditions.
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Lanta and Grosso used proper orthogonal decomposition
(POD) to find the damage in a bridge structure.20 The POD-
based techniques include principal component analysis (PCA)
and singular value decomposition (SVD). POD reduces the di-
mensionality of the data samples, such that most of the energy
contents of the data are preserved in reduced size data. It has
been shown that POD-based techniques, like SVD, are limited
to producing a good approximation of mode shape of the struc-
ture for a free or lightly damped vibration.21 Rao et al. com-
bined POD based technique with self-adaptive differential evo-
lution algorithm to detect damage considering environmental
variabilities.22 Shane and Jha have applied SVD to localize the
fault in a cantilever plate with an impact load.23 Brunell and
Kim have observed that the global response of a truss bridge
was significantly influenced by the local damage of the truss
members.24 However, the extent of such influence depends on
the position of the damaged member in the truss bridge. For
example, for the same extent of damage, a damaged diagonal
member will have a different effect on the global response than
a damaged vertical member. Truss bridges have a lack of re-
dundancy that leads to premature failure.25 These structures
are statically determinate because support reactions and mem-
ber forces can be calculated using only the equation of static
equilibrium. The failure of a single truss member usually in-
creases the burden on other truss members leading to failure
of multiple truss members and ultimately the failure of the en-
tire structure. Therefore, continuous monitoring of the truss
bridge structure is required to detect the damage at the earliest
possible stage.

This paper focuses on continuous monitoring of steel truss
bridge structures through the analysis of vibration signals. Ac-
celeration time-history signals as vibration data are collected
from the simulated healthy bridge under various environmental
temperature and loading conditions for the purposes of mod-
elling. The vibration data are collected from multiple sensors
placed at various web joints on the steel truss bridge. A dam-
age detection and localization algorithm is presented based on
the data-driven approach using PCA. PCA is used in a very ef-
ficient way to extract the reduced size weighted feature vectors
that model the dynamic behaviour of the structure under vari-
ous environmental and loading conditions. We call this model
the model space. For the damage diagnosis, the test vibration
data is represented in the same reduced model space, and the
model data closest to the test vibration data is selected in the
model space. This step is necessary to ensure that the environ-
mental and loading condition of the test vibration data and the
model data are similar. The residual standard error between
the spread of the test vibration data and corresponding healthy
model data in the original data space determines the discrep-
ancy, due to the change in structure behaviour. The closest
model data is used to normalize the residual standard error to
obtain the local damage index (LDI) at each sensor location.
The damage index (DI) is computed by accumulating all LDIs
to estimate the damage severity of the whole structure. Three
levels of damage are investigated for several damage locations
on the structure. The main objective of the proposed method
is to detect and localize the damage on the truss structures in a
computationally efficient way with a fewer number of sensors
under varying environmental temperature and loading condi-
tions.

The paper is organized as follows. The proposed damage di-

agnosis approach is discussed in the Section 2. In Section 3.1,
a numerical model of a typical steel truss bridge used for case
study is discussed. The collection of time-history responses of
the structure in different environmental and loading conditions
are presented in Section 3.2. The application of the damage
detection algorithm to the truss bridge model and a compara-
tive analysis with other reported algorithm is presented in the
results and discussion of Section 4. Finally, the work is con-
cluded in Section 5.

2. PROPOSED DAMAGE DIAGNOSIS
APPROACH

A continuous health monitoring technique of truss bridge
structures employing a number of sensors placed at web joints
is presented here. The sensors generate a huge amount of vi-
bration data when the bridge is subjected to a moving load. A
data-driven approach is adopted to process the huge amount of
vibration data.

Data representation of the multiple sensors data in a ma-
trix facilitates decoding the sensor location with respect to
the column number of the matrix. Consider the data sample,
A ∈ <n×N , that is expressed as:

A =


x11 x12 · · · x1N
x21 x22 · · · x2N

...
...

. . .
...

xn1 xn2 · · · xnN

 ; (1)

where N represent the number of sensors placed on the bridge
and ith column of matrix A represents the vibration data of
length n collected from ith sensor. In the literature, PCA is
used to find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the covariance
matrix AAT to characterize the dynamics of the structure in
reduced space. However, the computation of eigenvectors and
eigenvalues are expensive if the length of the vibration data
is large. To take care of the computational cost, Cavadas et
al. have used moving principal component analysis (MPCA),
which computes the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of covari-
ance matrix of windowed submatrix of data matrix A.19

Using this approach, the characterization of varying envi-
ronmental condition is difficult to model. On the other hand,
Shane and Jha modelled the varying operational and environ-
mental conditions by calculating the proper orthogonal modes
(POM) of data matrices using the singular value decomposition
(SVD).23 They have constructed a set of data matrices corre-
sponding to different excitation (impact load) levels. The or-
thogonal modes/eigenvectors for each data sample matrix are
calculated which makes the algorithm computationally expen-
sive. Besides, the residual error between orthogonal modes of
undamaged and damaged vibration data are used to detect and
locate the damage in the structure. However, a good approx-
imation of mode shape can only be obtained from the free or
lightly damped vibration signals of a dense network.21 In this
paper, PCA is used to model the undamaged vibration signals
collected from multiple sensors under various environmental
and loading condition in a computationally efficient way which
makes the algorithm faster. Here, we model the various envi-
ronmental and loading conditions considering environmental
and loading variabilities are implicitly embedded in vibration
signals. The proposed approach for damage detection and lo-
calization in truss bridge is described as follows.
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Suppose A1, A2, . . . , Ak, . . . , Ap are set of data samples
collected in p different environmental and loading conditions
constitute a training set, where k corresponds to the environ-
mental and loading condition under which the vibration data
have been collected. The columns of data sample Ak are con-
catenated and centred to zero mean to form a training vector
Bk for k = 1, 2, · · · , p. All the training vectors are arranged
in columns to form a training matrix M like in Eq. (3).

To construct a model space, matrix M is decomposed into
score matrixM∗ and loading matrix U using principal compo-
nent analysis (PCA) as:

M = M∗ · UT ; (4)

where,
U = [u1 u2 · · · up]. (5)

The columns of the matrix U serve as eigenvectors
u1, u2, . . . , up corresponding to eigenvalues λ1, λ2, . . . , λp of
the covariance matrix Σ = MTM such that λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥
λp. In linear algebra, it can be easily verified that eigenvalues
of matrix MTM are also the eigenvalues of the matrix MMT

wherever eigenvectors of MTM and MMT are strongly re-
lated.26 If ui is an eigenvector of MTM then Mui will be the
eigenvector ofMMT . In this paper, the eigenvalues and eigen-
vector pair are obtained from the covariance matrix MTM in-
stead of MMT . After that, M∗ = MU is calculated to find
the eigensamples where M∗ is our model space. The matrix
M∗ can be viewed as the rotated version of training matrix M
in the eigenspace U . This approach characterizes the different
operational and environmental conditions more efficiently and
also preserves the useful information in reduced space. The
columns of the matrix M∗ are normalized which constitute
a model space, where kth column corresponds to the eigen-
sample in the direction of uk. Each training vector Bk can be
represented as the weighted sum of the p eigensamples in the
model space. Therefore, weighted feature vector correspond-
ing to kth training vector Bk is obtained as:

vk = M∗T ·Bk. (6)

This weight feature vector uniquely defines the dynamics of
the training data sample. Similarly, the weighted feature vec-
tors v1, v2, . . . , vp for training data samples A1, A2, · · · , Ap

are obtained respectively.
In the model space, the weighted test feature vector for an

unknown test data sample Atest is obtained using Eq. (7).

vtest = M∗T ·Btest; (7)

where, Btest is the test vector constructed from the test data
sample Atest as similar to Bk in Eq. (2). It is worth noting that
feature vector vtest defines the dynamics of the whole structure
in terms of various environmental and loading conditions in
the model space. The Euclidean distance between test feature
vector and all training feature vectors are computed as :

di = ||vi − vtest|| for i = 1, 2, · · · , p. (8)

A training data sample closest to the test data sample is
selected for having minimum distance in the model space,
against which the test data sample is to be compared. This
ensures that the test data sample and closest model data sam-
ples are collected in similar environmental and loading condi-
tion. If the test data sample Atest is closest to jth training data

Table 1. Model parameters for a typical truss bridge structure.

Length of the Bridge 36.0 m
Height of the Bridge 7.0 m
Width (Horizontal spacing) 5.25 m
Poisson’s Ratio 0.3
Modulus of Elasticity∗ 2× 1011 Nm−2

Mass Density 7850 Kg m−3

* at room temperature (20 ◦C)

sample Aj in model space then residual standard error Ri,test

for test data sample is computed in original space at ith sensor
location as:

Ri,test = |σi,test − σi,j |; (9)

where σi,j and σi,test are standard deviation of Aj and Atest

respectively at ith sensor location.
The local damage index (LDI) at ith sensor location is ob-

tained by normalizing the residual standard error with standard
deviation of closest undamaged data sample at the ith sensor
location.

LDIi =
Ri,test

σi,j
. (10)

If the unknown test data sample is collected from the undam-
aged bridge, then LDI approaches zero. On the other hand,
the LDIs increase significantly as damage over the structure
increases. Damage severity of the whole structure is obtained
by accumulating LDIs corresponding to all sensors placed on
the structure as damage index (DI), as in Eq. (11).

DI =

N∑
i=1

LDIi. (11)

In the proposed approach, finding the closest model data
can be viewed as a data normalization under varying opera-
tional and environmental conditions in SHM.27 For the data
normalization, it is necessary to have all source of variabil-
ity.11 Therefore the proposed model needs to be robust, and
the training samples must be collected in all sources of vari-
ability so that varying environmental and loading conditions
will be well characterized by the training samples in the model
space. If the training samples are characteristic of a limited
range of operational and environmental variations then the ac-
curate model may not be modelled to characterize the varying
environmental and loading conditions.

3. NUMERICAL CASE STUDY

3.1. Numerical Model
The efficacy of the proposed algorithm is tested on simu-

lated acceleration data samples obtained from a finite element
model of a steel truss bridge structure modelled in ANSYS
Workbench 15.0 as shown in Fig. 1.

The finite element (FE) method is a numerical method used
to solve problems of engineering and mathematical physics.28

Beam188 element is used to model the structure which in-
cludes shear deformation based on the Timoshenko beam the-
ory. The material properties and geometrical parameters of a
typical single lane railway truss bridge model of effective span
length of 36 m are provided in Table 1.29

The structure consists of truss members having different
cross sections as per design.29 The constraint applied to the
structure is very similar to a real bridge structure. The left
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Bk = [xk11 xk21 . . . x
k
n1 xk12 xk22 . . . x

k
n2 · · · xk1N xk2N . . . xknN ]T ; (2)

M =


B1

T

B2
T

...
Bp

T


T

=


x111 x

1
21 . . . x

1
n1 x

1
12 x

1
22 . . . x

1
n2 · · · x11N x12N . . . x1nN

x211 x
2
21 . . . x

2
n1 x

2
12 x

2
22 . . . x

2
n2 · · · x21N x22N . . . x2nN

· · ·
xp11 x

p
21 . . . x

p
n1 x

p
12 x

p
22 . . . x

p
n2 · · · x

p
1N xp2N . . . xpnN


T

. (3)

Figure 1. Steel truss bridge structure modelled in ANSYS workbench.
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Figure 2. Broad gauge loading model.

end of the bridge model is pin-supported and has roller sup-
port at the right end. All the truss member joints are modelled
as welded joints. The structure is composed of steel members
meshed to form a rigid frame as shown in Fig. 1.

To excite the structure, a moving locomotive axle load is
applied on the stringer at a constant speed, v = L/τ , where
τ is the traveling time across the bridge and L is the length
of the bridge structure. Here, the assumption is made that the
locomotive is moving at the constant speed which can be eas-
ily controlled by a locomotive pilot during the observation pe-
riod of the health monitoring. The spacing between the axle
loads are according to the broad-gauge locomotive load model
as shown in Fig. 2.30 The damping ratio of a steel truss bridge
structure is typically set as 2% during the simulation.31 In our
study, we have performed a full transient analysis allowing all
the nodes to move in all six degrees of freedom (DOF) to ob-
tain more realistic time-history data.

3.2. Data Simulation
The acceleration time-history signals are measured from 20

different sensor locations (S1-S20) placed on the web joints of
the truss bridge structure as shown in Fig. 3. The sensor loca-
tions are decided based upon the concept that the moving lo-
comotive loads acting on the stringer redistribute to other truss
members through the web joints. Acceleration signals are cap-
tured from all sensor location for 5 seconds at the sampling fre-
quency of 200 Hz resulting in 1000 samples of data recorded in
individual sensors. Structural vibration, while the moving lo-
comotive axle load acts on the structure, is considered for the
damage diagnosis. The broad gauge locomotive having an axle

Y
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S3
S4

S5

S7
S8

S9
S10

S11
S12

S13
S14

S15

S16
S17

S18
S19

S20

Figure 3. Sensor locations for acceleration time-history data collection.

load 245.2 kN (as per Indian Railway Bridge Rule30) is consid-
ered for excitation as shown in Fig. 2. The chosen locomotive
axle load is equivalent to a locomotive load of 25 tons. How-
ever, the locomotive axle load does not change the net mass of
the structure. To consider the varying load, 29 different loco-
motive axle loads, varied in the range of 245.2± 20% kN, are
considered for the data simulation. In this work, changes in
temperature are considered as environmental variations. Tem-
perature variation was modelled as the change of modulus of
elasticity of the steel material according to Poh model.32 In
the simulation, the coefficient of the expansion of the steel is
considered as 11.7 × 10−6 per 1◦C.30 The temperature vari-
ation in the range of 0 − 50 ◦C at an equal interval of 5 ◦C
was considered in the simulation. It is worth noting that the
equal interval is considered for the sake of simplicity. One can
choose the random distribution of the temperature in the range
for the data simulation. The objective is to measure structural
responses in various operational and environmental conditions.
We have simulated all combination of locomotive axle loads
and temperature variations, without considering any damage
for generating the training data set. In a real-world applica-
tion, training samples must be collected in all sorts of various
operational and environmental conditions. That can be mea-
sured by multiple passes of the locomotive with various loads
at different instances of time during the training period. In the
simulation, all the combinations of different loads and tem-
peratures give 319 healthy data samples constituting a train-
ing set (Set I), which are used for the creation of model space
M∗. Set II has both healthy and damaged data samples col-
lected in various environmental temperature and loading con-
ditions different from Set I but in the specified range. Healthy
data samples (HS) in Set II are not included in the training set
(Set I). Healthy data samples in Set II are simulated to decide
the threshold of discrimination between healthy and damaged
structural conditions. Damaged data samples (DS) in Set II
are simulated by reducing the stiffness of the web member by
10%, 20% and 30% in various environmental and loading con-
ditions. To consider the measurement and ambient noise, the
simulated data is polluted with white Gaussian noise. In many
applications of SHM, 1-5% white Gaussian noise is consid-
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Table 2. Data set II

Damage Damage % Reduction
Scenario Location in Stiffness

HS No Chords having damage –
DS1 Vertical chord of the truss Bridge 10
DS2 Diagonal chord of the truss Bridge 10
DS3 Horizontal chord of the truss Bridge 10
DS4 Vertical chord of the truss Bridge 20
DS5 Diagonal chord of the truss Bridge 20
DS6 Horizontal chord of the truss Bridge 20
DS7 Vertical chord of the truss Bridge 30
DS8 Diagonal chord of the truss Bridge 30
DS9 Horizontal chord of the truss Bridge 30

DS10 Combination of two chords on the truss Bridge 10
* at room temperature (20 ◦C)

ered to pollute the simulated vibration signals to consider the
measurement and ambient noise.15, 33 Shu et al. have consid-
ered 2-5% white Gaussian noise to the moving load response
of the simplified railway bridge model.15 In this work, 2-5%
white Gaussian noise with zero mean and specified standard
deviation are added to the vibration signals. The sensitivity of
the proposed algorithm towards the noise is tested by adding
0% (no noise), 2%, and 5% white Gaussian noise. The noise
contaminated signals are obtained as:

xn = xc + epN0σ(xc); (12)

where xc is simulated signal without any noise; xn is the pol-
luted signal. The set ep is the percentage of noise to be added
before processing the signal which is the ratio of standard de-
viation value between noise and signal. The set N0 is the stan-
dard normal distribution, and σ(xc) is the standard deviation of
xc. The polluted vibration signals corresponding to sensor S8
before and after damage with their power spectrum are shown
in Fig. 4.

In Table 2, the damage scenario considers various damage
locations which include 10 vertical chords, 12 diagonal chords,
and 20 horizontal chords for the data simulation. Three levels
of damage for each location are simulated to test the sensitivity
of the proposed DI toward the severity of damage.

DS1-DS9 are for single damage (stiffness reduced for a sin-
gle chord) on the structure. In which, DS1-DS3, DS4-DS5,
and DS6-DS9 are for damage levels with 10%, 20%, and 30%
reduction of stiffness, respectively. DS10 is for double dam-
age. In this case, stiffness of two truss members are reduced
simultaneously by 10%.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Vibration signals collected under various environmental and
loading conditions are processed through the proposed algo-
rithm. The data samples Ak is a 1000 × 20 dimensional ma-
trix i.e., n = 1000 and N = 20. All the healthy data samples
from Set I are used to construct the training matrixM20000×319

which constitute a model space M∗ using PCA as discussed
in Section 2. In the model space, 319-dimensional weighted
feature vectors corresponding to all undamaged and damaged
data sample are computed. The weighted feature vector cor-
responding to the test data sample are used to find the clos-
est match to the undamaged data sample from Set I. Further,
the residual standard error is computed and normalized to ob-
tain the LDI at each sensor location using Eqs. (9) and (10).
Undamaged data samples in Set II are used to determine the

threshold value for the DI to distinguish between healthy and
damaged bridge conditions. Damage scenarios, DS1-DS10, in
Set II are used for testing purpose. The damage diagnosis re-
sults for various damage scenarios are discussed in following
subsections.

4.1. Damage Detection
In this section, detection and localization of damages are

performed for various damage scenarios. Damage indices
(DIs) are calculated for damaged and undamaged bridges. Ide-
ally, the threshold value of the DI for the undamaged bridge
should be zero, but due to random variation in the environ-
mental change, it deviates from zero. To discriminate between
undamaged and damaged bridge conditions, the outlier statis-
tic is used. Once the DI value exceeds the threshold value, the
corresponding test data sample is classified as a damaged data
sample, otherwise undamaged. The threshold value is decided
by constructing an X-bar control chart using the DI and σ as
the mean and standard deviation of the DIs corresponding to
the healthy data samples in Set II.34 The X-bar control chart,
centre line CL, lower control limit (LCL), and upper control
limit (UCL) are defined as :

CL = DI, LCL = DI− ασ, and UCL = DI + ασ; (13)

where α defines the confidence interval over the number of
undamaged data samples. In this case study, α is considered 3
for a confidence interval of 99.7%, which allows for how many
undamaged data samples that can be considered as outliers.35

For the simulated data, the UCL is obtained as 0.016 which is
considered as the threshold to distinguish between undamaged
and damaged structural conditions.

The LDI corresponding to the individual sensor locations of
damaged structure indicate the local damage severity. A local
threshold is defined to locate the damage in the structure. As
mentioned earlier, the damage in different truss members have
different impacts on the structure. Therefore, the LDI is nor-
malized with the corresponding global DI of the structure, so
that each LDI is proportional to its original value (the value
will be between 0 and 1) and the sum of all values is 1. The
normalized LDI for a few damage scenarios with 2% noise,
from Set II are shown in Fig. 5. It was observed from the col-
lected vibration data that if normalized LDI exceeds 0.15 (15
% of DI) for any sensor location, then that sensor location is
identified as the damage location. It is worth noting that the
threshold value is sensitive to the number of sensors placed on
the monitoring structure. As the number of sensors increase
the local threshold value will reduce.

The damage detection and localization colour map for the
same damage scenarios with 2% noise are shown in Fig. 6. The
local damage in the truss bridge structure indicated by dotted
line truss members are shown in the left column of the Fig. 6.
The colour map image shows the LDI at corresponding sen-
sor locations and their damage localization in the correspond-
ing entry in the right column. Each colour map is obtained
by interpolating the LDI of each sensor. In truss bridge struc-
ture, different members play a different role to give strength
to the structure. Some chords are subjected to tension, and
some chords are subjected to compression during excitation.
Therefore, damage to vertical, diagonal, and horizontal chords
are investigated separately. The color map for a healthy bridge
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Figure 4. Vibration signals collected from sensor S8 with 2% noise and corresponding power spectral density: (a) & (b) before damage and (c) & (d) after
damage

scenario is shown in Fig. 6a. It can be observed from the corre-
sponding normalized LDI in Fig. 5a that all the normalize LDIs
are below 0.15. Figure 6b is for damage detection in vertical
chords between sensor S4-S14 (damage scenario DS7). It can
be observed that the maximum LDI (exceeds 0.15 in Fig. 5b)
is obtained at sensor location S14 that is placed at one end of
the damaged chord. On the other hand, the LDI at the sensor
location S4 is not very high. One of the reasons may be that
diagonal members additionally support the web joint at sen-
sor location S4. Similarly, Figs. 6c and 6d represent damage
scenarios where a diagonal member between sensor S9-S18
(damage scenario DS8) and a horizontal member between sen-
sor S2-S3 (damage scenario DS9) respectively, are damaged.
The LDIs corresponding to vertical, diagonal, and horizon-
tal members show that damages in diagonal members of truss
structures are more critical and demand special attention dur-
ing health monitoring. Furthermore, it justifies that each mem-
ber in a truss structure behaves differently for the same level of
damage. Brunell et al.24 and Kim et al.12 have also drawn the
similar conclusion. Two damages at different locations (dam-
age scenario DS10) are also tested as shown in Figs. 6e and 6f.
The results obtained show that both the damage locations are
localized with 15% change in the LDI (Figs. 5e and 5f). It is
worth nothing that the LDI at one end of the damaged mem-
ber is very high which indicates the location of the damage.
However, the proposed algorithm is unable to identify the ex-
act damaged member in the structure. It can only identify the
sensor location near truss member experiencing damage.

There are few cases with damage at two different locations;
the algorithm detects a single damage because for the similar
level of damage two different members behave differently. For
example, a 10% stiffness reduction in a vertical member is not
equivalent to 10% stiffness reduction in a diagonal member.
This may be the reason that in Fig. 6f only one damage loca-

tion is clearly visible wherever another damage location is not
clearly visible. It is expected that after the rehabilitation of the
damaged diagonal member, damage in vertical member will be
clearly visible.

4.2. Damage Assessment For Various
Levels of Damages

To detect the damage severity of the structure for various
levels of damages, we have tested different damage scenarios
DS1-DS9. The same vertical, diagonal and horizontal dam-
aged members taken in the previous section are investigated
for three different levels of damages. Figures 7, 8 and 9 show
the damage localization with respect to the sensor locations for
various damage scenarios.

The LDIs are shown in Fig. 7 for three different levels of
damages (10%, 20%, and 30% stiffness reduction) for a dam-
aged vertical member between sensors S4-S14. It can be ob-
served that the LDI corresponding to sensor S14 increases as
local damage over the structure increases. Similar outcomes
are observed in Figs. 8 and 9 for diagonal and horizontal mem-
bers, respectively.

4.3. Damage Assessment Under Various
Environmental and Loading Conditions

The effectiveness of the proposed algorithm under different
environmental temperature and loading conditions is also in-
vestigated with two different noise levels (2% and 5% noise).
The LDI at environmental temperatures T1 (20 ◦C) and T2
(40 ◦C) are obtained for two randomly selected loads (L1 and
L2) in the range of 245.2 ± 20% kN. It is observed that the
LDI due to different excitation at different environmental tem-
peratures is similar to the same label of damage as shown in
Figs. 10 and 11. This establishes the robustness of our damage
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Figure 5. Normalized local damage index for various damage scenarios with 2% noise: (a) no chords having damage (HS), (b) single vertical chord damaged
between sensor S4-S14 (DS7), (c) single diagonal chord damaged between sensor S9-S18 (DS9) (d) single horizontal chord damaged between sensor S2-S3
(DS8), (e)-(f) two chords damaged at different location (DS10).

detection algorithm against environmental and load variations.
This is due to the normalization of the residual standard er-
ror with respect to the model data closest to the test data as in
Eq. 10.

4.4. Sensitivity of the Proposed Algorithm
Towards Noise

In this section, sensitivity of the proposed algorithm is tested
for three different noise levels (0%, 2%, and 5%). The LDI
obtained for three damage scenarios, DS1, DS4, and DS7 are
shown in Fig. 12 for three different noise levels. It can be ob-
served that the proposed algorithm easily localizes the high-
level damage, even in the case of 5% noise. However, the low-
level damage is more sensitive to noise. The 5% noise masked

the change in vibration signal due to the low-level damage
where it is hard to localize the damage.

4.5. Comparative Analysis of the Proposed
Algorithm with POD Based Algorithm

We have compared our proposed method with the method
of Shane and Jha for quantitative analysis.23 They have devel-
oped an algorithm for damage detection and localization based
on POD for a cantilever plate after applying an impact load.
The same algorithm was applied on the truss bridge structure
using the same methodology, except the excitation to the struc-
ture. The structure was excited with a moving load instead of
applying a load at a single point. For the damage diagnosis
using POD, we have created two healthy data sets by splitting
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Figure 6. Local damage index colour map for damage detection and localization for various damage scenarios with 2% noise: (a) no chords having damage
(HS), (b) single vertical chord damaged between sensor S4-S14 (DS7), (c) single diagonal chord damaged between sensor S9-S18 (DS9) (d) single horizontal
chord damaged between sensor S2-S3 (DS8), (e)-(f) two chords damaged at different location (DS10).
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Figure 7. Local damage index corresponds to individual sensors for damaged
chord between sensors S4-S14.
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Figure 8. Local damage index corresponds to individual sensors for damaged
chord between sensors S9-S18.
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Figure 9. Local damage index correspond to individual sensors for damaged
chord between sensors S2-S3.

the training data set (Set I) in two sets. Orthogonal modes of
all the healthy data sets were identified using singular value
decomposition (SVD). A test data sample was used to find the
closest healthy sample from the first healthy data set by com-
paring their orthogonal modes. SVD was used to find orthog-
onal modes to find the closest healthy sample from the first
healthy data set. Residual error was calculated between the
closest healthy data sample and the projection of test data sam-
ple on the orthogonal modes of closest healthy data sample. It
is difficult to get accurate orthogonal modes using a limited
number of sensors for the truss structure, which makes the al-
gorithm insensitive to small damage in the structure and gives
a false alarm for damage in many cases.

In the contrast, we find the closest model data sample from
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Figure 10. Local damage index for damage scenario DS7 at different temper-
ature and loading conditions for same level of damage with (a) 2% noise, and
(b) 5% noise.

the training set based on the reduced size model in the model
space using PCA. Afterward, the residual standard error was
computed from the spread of data samples to find an effective
damage index for all sensor locations using the proposed al-
gorithm. The LDI corresponding to each sensor location and
their colour map are shown in Fig. 13using these two meth-
ods. The damage index map was compared to vertical member
damage (between sensor locations S4-S14) for three levels of
damage. The LDI of both approaches were normalized for bet-
ter comparison. It can be observed that our proposed algorithm
is more efficient to localize the damage and more suitable for
truss structures. The POD based algorithm is not capable of
localizing the lower levels of damage as shown in Fig. 13a. In
the case of high-levels of damage, the POD-based algorithm
localizes the damage, but it assigned a higher local damage in-
dex for other sensor locations. On the other hand, our proposed
algorithm is capable of localizing the damage for all levels of
damage correctly, as shown in Figs. 13b, 13d, and 13f.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a continuous health monitoring system
for steel truss bridges under varying environmental tempera-
ture and load conditions. A numerical study has been per-
formed to investigate the effect of local damage in steel truss
members on the overall behaviour of the bridge. A typical rail-
way steel truss bridge model is simulated, and structural re-
sponses are collected under a wide range of temperature and
load conditions. The modulus of elasticity and coefficient of
thermal expansion of the steel material are assumed to be tem-
perature dependent. The modulus of elasticity is reduced for
all members in the simulated bridge to consider temperature
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Figure 11. Local damage index for damage scenario DS9 at different temper-
ature and loading conditions for same level of damage with (a) 2% noise, and
(b) 5% noise.

variability in the range of 0 − 50 ◦C. Damage to the structure
is introduced by reducing the modulus of elasticity of different
truss members.

A new methodology has been developed using PCA that
characterizes the dynamic response of the structure in model
space. The method has been validated by the moving load re-
sponses collected from the numerical model of the truss bridge.
The developed methodology is capable of detection and local-
ization of damage under a wide range of environmental and
loading conditions. The presences of local damage in the truss
bridge structure significantly influence the severity of the dam-
age to the bridge. Various levels of damages were simulated
and studied by varying the stiffness of different truss mem-
bers. It has been observed that different truss members behave
differently, even for the same level of damages. Truss bridge
structures are more influenced by damage in diagonal mem-
bers, compared to other members for the same degree of dam-
age. The sensitivity of the proposed algorithm towards the dif-
ferent level of measurement and ambient noise has been stud-
ied. In the presence of a significant noise level, the proposed
algorithm is unable to localize the low-level damage. A com-
parative analysis between a POD-based and proposed damage
diagnosis approach has been presented. Experimental results
show that our proposed algorithm is capable of detection and
localization of damage with higher confidence under the same
level of noise.

Further enhancement and testing are needed to validate the
proposed algorithm under other varying environmental factors
such as wind, humidity, etc. There may be situation where the
inspection team wants to know the structural condition with the
probable damage location in the structure with fewer sensors.
In that situation, the proposed algorithm can perform effec-
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Figure 12. Local damage index for damage scenarios DS1, DS4, and DS7 in
case of (a) 0% noise (no noise), (b) 2% noise, and (c) 5% noise.

tively. Our work is limited to localizing the damage by finding
the sensor location near the damage. Further improvements are
suggested to use correlation between a pair of signals to find
the exact member under damage.
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